
COMEDY NO FILL THE GAPS NO MULTIPLE CHOICE

Getting Even 1 Simon 1 Simon based his revenge idea on something he had read.

2 Mr Foster 2 the teacher's nastiness and destruction of Simon's books

3 German 3 Simon caused him to accidentally eat poo sandwiches

4 an explosion 4 Simon didn't know what he was doing something wrong

5 fake 'sausages' 5 He was a clever boy with a great imagination and conscience

6 Mr Kerran

7 Biff

8 Miss Brown

9 deface

10 apologises

Fractured Fairy Tales 1 Cinderella 1 the way Grandpa absurdly mixes up all the different fairy tales

2 poisoned apple 2 Cinderella

3 Charmless 3 The witch's real name is Jeannie.

4 a lamp 4 she ate the prince's cheesecake

5 hippie 5 She was freed by the troll and the dwarfs

6 dwarfs

7 red

8 rap

9 Gruff

10 the troll

  

Get Away 1 Andy 1 Andy makes a bomb which is lit by the dog

2 blow 2 he just thinks it's a game

3 bomb 3 the disaster starts at an unguarded camp fire

4 retrieve 4 Andy escapes by going up a tree

5 chops 5 Dave and Tommy head back to the camp

6 lit

7 horrified

8 tree
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9 dog

10 scared witless

The Blog Monster 1 nut allergy 1 he posts pictures of himself in pajamas

2 Fungus 2 George took them out of his nose and ate them

3 Fritos 3 got a new computer

4 swimming pool 4 Daisy's husband

5 pinata 5 George's father means well, but his blog has a monstrous effect on George

6 password

7 new laptop

8 blog

9 magazine column

10 humiliated

MYSTERY
Cell 13 1 $150 1 that intelligence can conquer any challenge

2 toothpaste 2 the disused drainage pipe leading outside the prison

3 rat 3 overheard the Professor and his accomplices talking to one another

4 river 4 Hutchinson

5 Dr Ransom 5 The Professor used a key smuggled in to him to get free

6 steel

7 acid

8 four

9 workman

10 sweater

The Dancing Men 1 Norfolk 1 it was obviously a secret code

2 frightened 2 Holmes used Cubitt's information to deduce the meaning of the dancing men

3 difficult 3 her past caught up with her in the most brutal way

4 letter 4 Abe Slaney

5 embraced 5 herself

6 letters

7 dead



8 three

9 Slaney

10 the secret code

The Deadly Orchid 1 died 1 thirteen

2 eight 2 One of Sir Nigel's friends or relatives finally admitted killing him

3 20,000,000 3 The reason Sir Nigel died was a fatal allergy.

4 conservatory 4 who had the motive for the crime as well as the opportunity

5 gun running 5 Gerald on behalf of Axel and Priscilla

6 Nigel

7 ants

8 Anna

9 three

10 Gerald

The Missing Angel 1 Donatello 1 a famous statue by Donatello

2 $50 million 2 high tech infrared sensors

3 infrared 3 an 'impossible' theft has taken place

4 MASTERPIECE STOLEN 4 the TV footage was rigged to cover up the theft

5 outraged 5 the director and his collaborators

6 3 and 4

7 guards

8 the guards

9 a robot

10 Dr Buckingham

HORROR
Three Wishes monkey's paw they are visited by an old soldier with a supposedly magical object

dangerous warns them not to use the paw

destroy for enough money to pay off the mortgage

a coincidence informs them that Herbert is dead, but that they now have lots of money

money wish Herbert alive, and then dead again

moves



death

beneficiary

bring back

prevent

Trapped mother an underwater tunnel leading to a cave

sunlight was quite worried about the potential danger

dangerous The boy went into the hole and got into trouble without meaning to.

hear the tide was rising and night was falling

coward She was amazed.

yellow

back

tide

mask

drowned

The Open Window countryside Nutter

introduction meet people in an attempt to sooth his nerves

lonely Framton asked why the window was open

niece taking advantage of the visitor

ignorant of he thought he was seeing ghosts

sad

open

horrible

tragic

tall story

Black Knight cottage a beautiful and inexpensive cottage

things the ghost of the knight who walked at Halloween

knight Mrs Dorritt was deliberately trying to scare Jack and his wife

church To lock the door on Halloween.

Halloween Laura died of fright when visited by the black knight.

fear of 



horror

rushed

knight

died

PEOPLE AND VALUES
Nan 1 Aunty Jess 1 was getting paranoid about Mr Scott

2 burning 2 showed that she was forgetting important things

3 food 3 Alzheimer's Disease only affects elderly women

4 smell 4 she couldn't spell correctly in the crossword

5 Sir Robert Menzies 5 she was becoming incontinent and needed medical care

6 counting

7 Alzheimer's

8 get out of 

9 nursing home

10 pneumonia

The Stones 1 Lilly 1 Lilly

2 beach 2 realising that Alex is in trouble in the sea

3 drowning 3 breathing over her magical stones

4 Alex 4 she makes him suffer instead

5 stones 5 has paranormal powers

6 dolphin

7 blow

8 Stu

9 $20

10 magic

Mimi's Gift 1 grandmother 1 the Eiffel Tower

2 lost 2 Mimi was the name of Rosie's grandmother

3 Eiffel Tower 3 Rosie spoke no French

4 annoyed 4 Her father and stepmother were delighted to see her, and not at all angry.

5 Sophie 5 people can learn from their mistakes, and change their ways



6 cherie

7 worried

8 cried

9 clothing

10 went up

The Drifter 1 Blue 1 the First World War

2 South Australia 2 he was a good man, who needed help

3 war 3 she was naturally generous

4 knee 4 Gratitude

5 clothes 5 the drifter was scouting for properties to buy when he met Meredith

6 Gipsy

7 killed

8 Sid

9 horse

10 generosity

TRUE TALES
The Vanishing Author 1 mystery 1 one of the world's most famous writers

2 murderer 2 her husband was seeing another woman

3 Archie 3 been murdered

4 murder 4 she had taken her rival's name

5 divorce 5 she never mentioned it again

6 car

7 Neele

8 brother

9 archeologist

10 teaser

Mayday 1 Victoria 1 the aerial had been wrecked along with the mast

2 Chase 2 were not actually searching for the Cookie Cuttie when they went out

3 giant wave 3 once off the 'wire' he was completely on his own

4 injured 4 The only way to get help for Lyle was taking the yacht to land.



5 unable to move 5 Chris displayed real heroism in getting onto the Cookie Cutter

6 Des

7 strong winds

8 at the stern

9 haemorrhaging

10 rigging 

Runaway Ghost Train 1 New Jersey 1 the runaway was headed towards the busy main line

2 Joe Hilinski 2 the runaway could have run over its passengers crossing at the station

3 lights 3 the runaway ghost train was stopped just before it got to New York

4 Express 4 ask him and his colleagues to try and stop the runaway

5 South Amboy 5 no one ever found out how the runaway got started

6 detach

7 speed

8 lock

9 fireman

10 30 miles

ADVENTURE
The Lost Sword 1 St Denis 1 Jeanne's sword was at St Denis because of its historical significance

2 Italian 2 They sent one man off with a fake sword to distract people.

3 Arc de Triomphe 3 The kids worked out that the criminals were hiding at the Buttes Chaumont.

4 Metro 4 a gang of Italian crooks headed by Caruso

5 bald mountain 5 the police had been tipped off by Jo

6 bunker

7 captured

8 Signor Caruso

9 Gard du Nord

10 police

Nightmare Island 1 the South China Sea 1 they are forced to ditch the plane near the island

2 knocked out 2 Terrorists

3 EPIRB 3 he and Jack were the only two on the plane



4 gone 4 the Moro fighters now know there are more kids on the island

5 terrorists 5 the kids' boat stops, with the terrorists closing in

6 Murad

7 send a message

8 lighter

9 fuel

10 Coast Guard

Sinbad 1 merchant 1 was amazingly adventurous and incredibly lucky

2 fish 2 was given a ride by a giant bird

3 port agent 3 Sinbad found diamonds on the island with the dome

4 roc 4 They were black and had claws.

5 sheep 5 blinding him 

6 diamonds

7 eagle

8 Apes

9 eaten

10 serpents

FAMILY AND FRIENDS
The Best of Both Worlds 1 Sally 1 Amy's father left home to live with another woman

2 divorce 2 Amy's dad's new girlfriend

3 unhappy 3 the men seemed suitable but weren't what Laura wanted

4 matchmaking 4 on a trip to Europe

5 disappointment 5 Amy decides that she has to relocate to San Francisco to please her mother

6 Clive

7 San Francisco

8 herself

9 go to San Francisco

10 worlds

Romeo and Juliet 1 Rosaline 1 the old feud of the Capulets and the Montagus

2 daughter 2 Romeo went to the Capulet ball to meet Juliet.



3 forbidden 3 Tybalt and Juliet were cousins.

4 vows 4 the exile of Romeo

5 Friar Lawrence 5 Mercutio, Tybalt, Paris, Romeo and Juliet

6 Tybalt

7 leave

8 marry Paris

9 death

10 five

Sisters 1 fifteen 1 her mother would not let her go to a party

2 met 2 Bella was secretly planning to attend a party against her mother's orders

3 angry 3 Bella confessed to Maddie about the party and asked her to keep the secret

4 Jess 4 it had been a disturbing experience, not the fun time she had imagined

5 a mini skirt 5 A good family is more supportive in moments of crisis than any friend.

6 slammed

7 window

8 upset

9 nasty

10 important

FANTASY AND SCI FI
The Magic Shop 1 Gip 1 which seems to involve real magic

2 ears 2 He plucks a devil from the father's sleeve.

3 balls 3 The father is very unhappy about the way he is being manipulated.

4 locked 4 a shield of safety, sandals of swiftness and helmet of invisibility

5 friends 5 he can't help trying to catch Gip working magic

6 pigeon

7 devil

8 genuine

9 drum

10 spell

The Sphinx and the Riddles 1 Midas 1 it has sent out an emergency signal



2 four 2 read minds

3 Cycerian 3 Sphinx says he is guarding a vast treasure.

4 Charlie 4 Mike

5 time 5 the whole scenario was set up in advance as a test

6 killed

7 night and day

8 sun

9 Oscar

10 robots

Dream Maker 1 scientist 1 Ludwig's machine offered users an alternative reality.

2 artificial intelligence 2 Things seemed real, but weren't.

3 experiment 3 The Prophet warned Dan, because he could cause Galatea to break the law.

4 forest 4 people in it were bound by very strict laws, and had little freedom

5 make music 5 Dan knows he will be reunited with "Galatea" after all

6 girl

7 the Prophet

8 death

9 loves

10 niece

INFORMATION
Serendipity 1 John Pemberton 1 something delightful can come about quite by accident

2 1894 2 after inventing something revolutionary he never made any money

3 Christopher Columbus 3 someone brilliant can see exciting possibilities in what seems to be a problem

4 nylon 4 making internet searches more efficient

5 Sergey Brin 5 Antibiotics came about as a result of lax cleanliness in a laboratory.

6 numbers

7 the Rosetta Stone

8 Dr Jenner

9 lucky accident

10 1928



Body Language 1 250000 1 Even dogs use body language.

2 writing 2 show what we are thinking

3 soul 3 Body language is the most ancient of all languages.

4 attraction 4 crossed their arms and glared

5 60% 5 a great way to make them feel better, even if the smile is fake

6 threatening

7 friendliness

8 three

9 lie

10 eyes

Superstitions 1 magical 1 so much of our lives seem beyond our control and we are frightened

2 fate 2 the pneumonic plague

3 kiss 3 The number 13 is "unlucky" because it is the number of the Devil.

4 evil spirits 4 it is all about evil and death

5 perfect shape 5 A bride seeing her husband on the day of the wedding, before the ceremony.

6 fertility

7 four

8 break

9 trees

10 sacred

BIOGRAPHY
The White Mouse 1 Wellington 1 a carefree "good time girl" who just liked to have fun

2 Paris 2 a profound disgust at the behavior of the Nazis

3 Poland 3 they set up a fascist regime with French collaborators centered at Vichy

4 business 4 she was working with the Resistance and causing them constant problems

5 Maquis 5 Nancy was quite cowardly, though her horror at Nazi brutality was genuine

6 capturing

7 commando

8 sabotage

9 Normandy

10 execution



Walt Disney 1 Chicago 1 Walt Disney had lots of money, but kept on losing it.

2 horse 2 that creative artists can be taken advantage of

3 twenty-one 3 Mickey Mouse became a huge star during the 1930s.

4 Alice 4 spending more money than he could afford

5 own 5 Walt Disney's most ambitious and expensive project at the time

6 Steamboat Willie

7 money

8 Cinderella

9 train

10 California

The Real Mother of Harry Potter1 wizard 1 Joanne had the idea for Harry Potter in 1990.

2 nine and three quarters 2 left Britain to teach overseas

3 Joanne 3 Joanne's mother died before she invented Harry Potter

4 tell stories 4 She had no idea if the book would succeed.

5 multiple sclerosis 5 the huge advance by the publisher Scholastic

6 Portugal

7 train

8 1996

9 Arts Council

10 philanthropist

ARGUMENT
Animal Rights 1 an abattoir 1 she was shocked by the cruelty of killing live animals

2 antibiotics 2 his livestock is treated humanely

3 meat 3 harming their pets with what they think of as kindness

4 diabetes 4 someone who is fond of her dogs while still using them as a business

5 chocolate 5 She is appalled by any cruelty to animals, however and wherever it occurs

6 work

7 a vet

8 training

9 circuses



10 hunting

Computer Games 1 91 per cent 1 video games can influence aggression in young people

2 Angry Birds 2 he practised killing using a computer game

3 Columbine 3 many young people don't have much control of their actions

4 Call of Duty 4 The scientific evidence against gaming is well established.

5 aggressive 5 the overwhelming evidence is that it can damage young players

6 obesity

7 depression

8 intellectual

9 puzzles

10 limit

Body Image 1 mothers 1 Child psychologists often have serious concerns about beauty pageants.

2 possessions 2 They are fun for competitors and quite harmless.

3 a dance costume 3 Children forced to "grow up" and be shown off like this are damaged.

4 overjoyed 4 a seriously dangerous psychiatric condition

5 damage 5 Annabelle

6 toxic

7 beauty

8 skills

9 distort

10 depression

EXPOSITORY
The Pyramids 1 four 1 they are spectacular constructions done in ancient times with primitive tools

2 eighty 2 each Pharaoh was the god Horus reborn again and again 

3 ascend to heaven 3 after death, each Pharaoh joined up with the gods in heaven

4 an incarnation 4 took an estimated 100,000 workers 30 years to build

5 Khufu 5 The pyramids were entirely built by slaves.

6 4500

7 1889

8 bench



9 hand tools

10 Orion

Urban Myths 1 dead 1 a ghost

2 coat 2 they know he has seen the ghost of their dead child

3 unbelievable 3 An urban myth is a story which seems real but is made up.

4 fast food 4 the madman was so close to finding the couple and killing them

5 lunatic 5 plays on fears that you may not even be safe in your own home

6 murders

7 a killer

8 murderer

9 assumptions

10 wrong

What's so funny? 1 Aristotle 1 it is unique to human beings

2 Jellybotty 2 when we expect one thing and something else happens

3 lion 3 he misunderstands the operator's question completely

4 parody 4 Parody is when we joke about being politically correct.

5 politically correct 5 satirical

6 word play

7 Groucho Marx

8 Mr Bean

9 cure

10 physical


